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Our Yarning

A collection of beautifully illustrated picture books, written by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander authors.

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people are the oldest surviving culture on earth and have handed down history, lore, culture, and life experiences through stories since time immemorial. Children are raised hearing stories of survival, humour, and lessons of life. The gift of story is a powerful and bonding way of ensuring children learn about the world in which they live -- and gain the literacy they need to learn and thrive as they grow older.

Our Yarning empowers Aboriginal communities to create and share the stories that will educate their children now and for generations to come.

The stories reflect the many and varied identities and lives of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, including those living in urban, rural, and remote Australia, giving children the opportunity to see these experiences mirrored on the pages of these beautiful books.
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Our Yarning Curated Book Sets

We’ve curated the Our Yarning Collection into themed sets that capture the heart and spirit of this wonderful collection.

**Set 01 - Let’s Start Reading (10 titles)**
A set of stories for beginning and rising readers. Titles include:
- Hug A Bug
- Australian Animals
- Germ Monsters
- Tiny Dancer
- Wheels Are All Around
- Let’s Go! 1, 2, 3!
- Let’s Play Netball
- Bush Sounds
- Brush

**Set 02 - Let’s Connect with Country and Culture (10 titles)**
A set of stories about the importance of community and country. Titles include:
- Feet on the Ground
- What Do You See?
- Same Sisters
- Where’s Nana?
- Where I’m From
- Being Me
- Where are our Papas?
- Island Boy Dreams
- Two Sisters
- The Big Storm

**Set 03 - Let’s Get Active (10 titles)**
Crack out the rods and balls with this set of fun and adventurous books. Titles include:
- Where Will You Run?
- Molly’s Big Swing
- Let’s Play Footy
- You Can Play Too
- Catch of the Day
- Catching Bait
- Camping With Grandpa
- Not Inside!
- Fishing with My Family
- Bush Basketball

**Set 04 - Let’s See Animals and Our Country (10 titles)**
Explore our native wildlife from an Indigenous perspective. Titles include:
- My Brave Brother
- The Dreaded Net
- Who’s Hiding?
- Rumble, Grumble, Gurgles
- Which Animal is That?
- Emus Can’t Fly
- Baby Bird
- Crocodiles in My Uncle’s Yard
- Friends to the Rescue
- Bush Basketball

**Set 05 - Let’s Gather Tucker (10 titles)**
Get stuck into some bush tucker with these delicious tales of food and country. Titles include:
- Eggs for Breakfast
- Collecting Joongoon to Eat
- Nanna’s Barramundi
- Waiting For Mangoes
- Turtle Time
- Let’s Plant
- The Bush is a Supermarket
- We Don’t Take Too Much
- Fresh Salmon For Dinner
- Our Family Bush Trip

Visit [ouryarning.org](http://ouryarning.org) to order today.
Our Yarning
Learner – Beginner readers

**Australian Animals**
JOwen
An introduction to some of Australia’s wonderful creatures.
English
Non Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922795-69-4
Science And The Environment
22 Pages
LFASKU 01403

**Hug a Bug**
Joanne Wood
A hug from Mum. A bug to hold. Can you think of more words that rhyme with ‘ug’?
English
Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922827-94-4
Cultures And Communities
22 Pages
LFASKU 01367

**Baby Bird**
Chloe Daniels
When a baby bird falls out of its nest, who will help?
English
Fiction
Sports, Arts And Recreation
22 Pages
LFASKU 01418

**Germ Monsters**
Chloe Daniels
Germ monsters can make us sick! How can you keep them away?
English
Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922795-96-0
Health And Hygiene
22 Pages
LFASKU 01416

**Let’s Play Netball**
Helen Ockerby
What sport do you play? I love netball and play all year round.
English
Non Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922932-59-4
Sports, Arts And Recreation
24 Pages
LFASKU 01312

**Dry Desert**
JOwen & Jason Lee
The desert is amazing. What can you see?
English
Non Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922951-64-9
Science And The Environment
22 Pages
LFASKU 01324

**Tiny Dancer**
Ilana Stack
How do you dance? Let’s find out.
English
Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922932-68-6
Sports, Arts And Recreation
24 Pages
LFASKU 01318

**Wheels Are All Around**
JOwen
Wheels are everywhere. Some are big. Some are small. They all go around and around.
English
Non Fiction
Science And The Environment
24 Pages
LFASKU 03393

**On My Country**
Lorna Meehan
What sights, sounds, and actions are used when you go bush?
English
Non Fiction
Cultures And Communities
24 Pages
LFASKU 03369

**Tadpole to Frog**
JOwen
How does a tadpole become a frog? It grows in stages. Let’s learn about frogs!
English
Non Fiction
Science And The Environment
24 Pages
LFASKU 03363
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Our Yarning Collection
Our Yarning
Learner – Beginner readers

Swim
Jacinta Hayden
How do you swim? How many ways can we swim?

English
Non Fiction

Hot or Cold
JOwen
Do you like being hot? Or would you rather be cold? Our weather changes all the time. Let’s learn about our weather.

English
Non Fiction
ISBN 978-1-923110-14-4

Beach Fun
Tiarni Carlo & Kennell Carlo
How do you swim? How many ways can we swim?

English
Fiction

Neve in Space
Tenelle Wilken
What if you were an astronaut? Make sure you have everything you need before blasting off!

English
Fiction
ISBN 978-1-923143-37-1
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Our Yarning Collection

Library For All
Our Yarning
Level 1 – Rising readers

1. **Who's Hiding?**
   Paulette Noonan
   Animals hide. Clouds hide. What else hides?
   
   English Fiction
   LFSKU 01357

1. **Let's Play Footy**
   Joanne Wood
   Footy is fun! Do you know how to play?
   
   English Non Fiction
   LFSKU 01400

1. **Let's Plant**
   Joanne Wood
   How does your garden grow? With seeds, water, and sunlight.
   
   English Non Fiction
   LFSKU 01399

1. **Bush Sounds**
   Merrilee Lands & Scott Wilson
   What sounds can you hear in the bush?
   
   English Non Fiction
   LFSKU 01405

1. **What Can I Be?**
   Marcarlya Waters
   What can I be when I grow up? Anything I want to be and you can too!
   
   English Fiction
   ISBN 978-1-92932-03-7
   LFSKU 01305

1. **The Missing Shoe**
   Juli Coffin
   Who has lost their shoe? It is a shiny metal one.
   
   English Non Fiction
   ISBN 978-1-922910-51-6
   LFSKU 01310

1. **Beach Sounds**
   Merrilee Lands & Scott Wilson
   What sounds can you hear at the beach?
   
   English Non Fiction
   ISBN 978-1-922932-54-9
   LFSKU 01404

1. **Romeo Goes to the Beach**
   Juli Coffin & Jason Lee
   Horses love the beach. Romeo meets his friends there.
   
   English Non Fiction
   ISBN 978-1-922932-88-4
   LFSKU 01309

1. **Brush!**
   Jodi Rawlinson
   Teeth need to be clean but why? Let's find out.
   
   English Non Fiction
   ISBN 978-1-922951-71-7
   LFSKU 01398

1. **Rocks**
   Rowena Mouda
   Rocks are everywhere and are all different. Here are some that you might see anywhere.
   
   English Non Fiction
   ISBN 978-1-923063-05-1
   LFSKU 03391
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Our Yarning
Level 1 – Rising readers

1. **Hairdressing is Fun**
   Jaala Ozies
   Have you been to a hair salon? They make your hair different in many ways.

2. **Sky Sounds**
   Merriilee Lands
   What sounds can you hear in the sky?

3. **Taco the Cat**
   Chrystale Langford
   Do you like cats? What happens when one invites itself to come live with you?

4. **Shampoo in My Eyes**
   Marley Kanai
   A little boy washes his dirty hair, but he gets shampoo in his eyes! Don't worry, Mum comes to the rescue.

5. **Rainbow Colours**
   Chontae Hayden
   All the colours of the rainbow are beautiful and they can be seen all around us.

6. **What’s This?**
   JBus
   A curious little boy asks his mum about the creatures he sees in their garden.

7. **Station Sounds**
   Merriilee Lands
   What sounds can you hear on the station?

8. **Rip!**
   Jacinta Hayden
   What do you do when you are caught in a rip? Relax and keep you head high.

9. **Playgroup Fun**
   Tamara Lacroix
   What do we go to playgroup for? Reading, singing, eating, and more!

10. **Let Us Count**
    JBus
    A book about numbers and counting. Let’s learn together!
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Our Yarning
Level 1 – Rising readers

Camping Sounds
Merrilee Lands
What sounds can you hear when you’re camping?

Fruit Trees
JOwen & Kara Matters
What is your favourite tree? Apple, banana, pear, mango? Fruit trees give us yummy fruit to eat.

Let Us Count in 5s
JBus
We’ve learned how to count in ones, now it’s time to learn how to count in fives!

Shapes Are All Around Us!
JBus
There are shapes everywhere you look. Let’s find some together!
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Our Yarning
Level 2 – Eager readers

Butter at the Beach
Tahnee Cusack
What do you do when your ball floats out to sea? Get help!
English
Non Fiction
Sports, Arts And Recreation
24 Pages
LFASKU 01065

Catch of the Day
Amber Hudson
How do you catch a big fish? Tom’s dad shows him how.
English
Non Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922763-04-4
Sports, Arts And Recreation
26 Pages
LFASKU 01078

Different Waters
Tamara Lacroix
Water, water everywhere! Drinking water, river water, cooking water, rain water and salt water. There are many different kinds of water.
English
Non Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922763-06-8
Science And The Environment
26 Pages
LFASKU 01079

Feet on the Ground
Chantelle Burgess
Ben can’t sit still in the classroom, but when he’s on Country he feels very different.
English
Non Fiction
Cultures And Communities
26 Pages
LFASKU 01066

Going Bush
Joeline Wise
My family loves to go out bush to look for bush tomatoes. One day, we had trouble with the car!
English
Non Fiction
Science And The Environment
26 Pages
LFASKU 01083

Junior Ranger Work
Jedda Lynch & Jason Lee
What do rangers do? Where do they work? How can I become a ranger?
English
Non Fiction
Science And The Environment
24 Pages
LFASKU 01077

My Brave Brother
Terri-Anne Logan
What is that in the water? A big stingray! Willow the dog runs to get help.
English
Non Fiction
Cultures And Communities
24 Pages
LFASKU 01068

My Balgo Home
Gabriella Milner
Balgo is home to many people in the desert. What can you see in the desert?
English
Non Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922763-06-8
Sports, Arts And Recreation
26 Pages
LFASKU 01077

Same Sisters
JOwen
Sisters can be the same in looks, dress, and manner — but not everything! These sisters are identical twins.
English
Non Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922789-64-8
Cultures And Communities
22 Pages
LFASKU 01071
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Catching Bait
Jason Lee
How do you catch bait in a net? You ask your cousin to teach you, then you practise.

English Non Fiction

The Hot Trip to Balgo
Gabriella Milner, Jojo Wise & Rebecca Galliven
A trip to the dam on a hot day. What could go wrong?

English Non Fiction

Where’s Nana?
Tenelle Wilken
What does little Neve want? She wants her Nana. But where is Nana?

English Non Fiction

Crocodiles in My Uncle’s Yard!
Shinai Bright
What do you do when the rains bring crocodiles to your yard? Be careful!

English Non Fiction

The Bush is a Supermarket
Joanne Wood
There are so many foods in the bush. It’s like a supermarket! If you know where to look, you can find many good things to eat.

English Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922795-70-0

The Big Storm
Henarlia Rex
Nan and all the grandkids love to go fishing. What could go wrong?

English Non Fiction

Camping With Grandpa
Debbie Bigfoot
Grandpa is taking me camping. Why does it take so long to get ready?

English Non Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922795-84-7

Turtle Time
Vivien Hunter
Cornelius’ Dad knows all about fishing. Can he teach him how to catch a goorli?

English Non Fiction

Which Animal is That?
J Owen
Australia has many different types of wonderful animals. Can you name them?

English Non Fiction

Nanna’s Barramundi
Jason Lee
Cooking, gardening, and eating. Nanna is a good cook.

English Non Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922795-98-4
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Our Yarning Collection

Level 2 – Eager readers

**The Curious Mermaid**
Joanne Wood
What would a mermaid see when she is swimming in the ocean?

- English
- Fiction
- ISBN 978-1-922873-70-3
- Cultures And Communities
- 22 Pages
- LFASKU 01412

**Waiting For Mangoes**
Shannon Brahim & Jason Lee
Do you love mangoes? Lincoln does. But he needs to be patient and help to keep the fruit safe while it ripens.

- English
- Non Fiction
- Science And The Environment
- 24 Pages
- LFASKU 01352

**Let’s Go! 1, 2, 3!**
Chloe Daniels
Counting is fun. Let’s see what we can count together!

- English
- Non Fiction
- ISBN 978-1-922849-61-8
- Science And The Environment
- 22 Pages
- LFASKU 01415

**Sharing the Fun**
Sheila Ahwon
When you go fishing you need to use the right bait. Haven’t got any? Maybe someone will give you some!

- English
- Non Fiction
- Sports, Arts And Recreation
- 22 Pages
- LFASKU 01304

**First in the Family**
Marcariya Waters
What can I be, do, and work in when I grow up? The future is full of possibilities. A little girl ponders her future.

- English
- Fiction
- Cultures And Communities
- 22 Pages
- LFASKU 01306

**You Can Play Too**
Stirling Sharpe
Did you know there is a sport to suit everyone? All kinds of people can do all kinds of sports. You can play too!

- English
- Fiction
- ISBN 978-1-922763-02-0
- Sports, Arts And Recreation
- 26 Pages
- LFASKU 01076

**Whirlpool Dream**
Natasha George
Dreams can be very exciting. Natasha’s dream felt like real life!

- English
- Non Fiction
- ISBN 978-1-922895-55-4
- Sports, Arts And Recreation
- 24 Pages
- LFASKU 01361

**Where I’m From**
Chloe Daniels
Where I’m from, I notice colours and fruits. Where are you from?

- English
- Fiction
- Cultures And Communities
- 22 Pages
- LFASKU 01417

**Molly’s Big Swing**
Morya Rossington
Molly takes a risk with a little bit of help from her cousin.

- English
- Non Fiction
- Sports, Arts And Recreation
- 22 Pages
- LFASKU 01308

**What Do You See?**
Yisah Bin Omar
If you closed your eyes and imagined yourself at the beach, what would you see and what would you hear?

- English
- Non Fiction
- ISBN 978-1-922932-44-0
- Sports, Arts And Recreation
- 22 Pages
- LFASKU 01313
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OUR YARNING FOR ALL
Mud, Mud, Mud
Lisa-May Rossington
It’s been raining and there’s mud everywhere!

Whoopy Doo the Kangaroo
Cameron Gore
Whoopy Doo is a big red kangaroo and he protects his mob from danger.

A Frog at the BBQ
Uncle Wayne Fossey
A frog who lives in the garden watches the family’s BBQ lunch.

Collecting Joongoon to Eat
Rowena Mouda
Girls collecting Joongoon, team work, and tasty treats!

Lil’ Roc’s First Ride
Juli Coffin
Lil’ Roc is a horse who has never had a rider before. He goes out for his first adventure with his owner, Juli.

A Playdate with Nan
Jennifer Turner
Having a playdate with Nan and enjoying all the equipment and fun, What is your favourite?

My FIFO Dad
Jade Muli
My dad is a FIFO worker. He goes away for 14 days at a time, so it’s very exciting when he’s home.

My Pet Joey
Khaila Ricks

Raft Adventure
Andrea Tapera
We had an exciting school camp. We made rafts!

Our Running Holiday
Stirling Sharpe’s Family
A family goes to Queensland for a race and enjoy the hotel pool afterwards.
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Our Yarning
Level 2 – Eager readers

**Little Lost Whale**
Tamara Moore & Emily Lloyd
What happens when a baby whale loses its mum? It can be frightening.

- English
- Fiction
- ISBN 978-1-922991-01-0
- Cultures And Communities
- 24 Pages
- LFASKU 03433

**Janae Visits the Art Gallery**
Jennifer Kemarre Martiniello
Have you ever been to an art gallery? Janae sees something special and shares it with her class.

- English
- Non Fiction
- ISBN 978-1-922991-03-4
- Cultures And Communities
- 24 Pages
- LFASKU 01395

**Mirror Sisters**
Abbie Scarce
Abbie wants to be just like her big sister. How can she make this happen?

- English
- Non Fiction
- Sports, Arts And Recreation
- 24 Pages
- LFASKU 03435

**I Close My Eyes**
Sonia Sharpe
What do you see when you close your eyes? I see many things, do you?

- English
- Fiction
- Cultures And Communities
- 24 Pages
- LFASKU 03436

**Looking Out the Window**
Azriel Bin Omar
Faith is bored on the drive back home, so her mum tells her to look out the window and describe what she sees.

- English
- Non Fiction
- Cultures And Communities
- 24 Pages
- LFASKU 03381

**Binda-Binda the Butterfly**
Pat Torres
What is wrong with Binda-Binda the beautiful blue butterfly? Can anyone help her?

- English
- Fiction
- Cultures And Communities
- 24 Pages
- LFASKU 03389

**Mud House**
Rowena Mouda & Kara Matters
Mud can make many things, but have you ever made a mud house?

- English
- Non Fiction
- ISBN 978-1-922951-12-6
- Cultures And Communities
- 24 Pages
- LFASKU 03302

**A Day at the Park**
Marina Martiniello
Do you go to the park with your dad? Janae is ready for any adventures she will have!

- English
- Non Fiction
- Cultures And Communities
- 26 Pages
- LFASKU 03439

**Just Like My Dad**
Jayde Frail & Jason Lee
What does your dad do at work? Nicholas wants to be just like his dad and work hard.

- English
- Non Fiction
- Cultures And Communities
- 24 Pages
- LFASKU 01396

**Fun with Dad**
Warren Bright
Have you had a day with Dad to just hang out? What did you do? Mahlee loves being with Dad and having fun.

- English
- Non Fiction
- Cultures And Communities
- 24 Pages
- LFASKU 01372
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Our Yarning Collection
Our Yarning
Level 2 – Eager readers

Grandad Paints
Nora Henry

Does your grandad paint? Nora and her son love helping at the art centre.

When I Go Camping
Lateisha Bright & Kara Matters

What do you do when you go camping — sleep in tents, swim in the river, and climb trees?

Throwing My Boomerang
Angelique McCabe

Have you ever thrown a boomerang? It’s not so easy and you need lots of practice.

Big Rain Coming
Robyn Wise

Wet season is humid and hot, and brings lots of rain. We love the wet season.

Snake in the Class
Kristy Larsen

Taylor gets excited when he sees a snake in the class! The teacher doesn’t believe him, but Taylor ends up being the hero.

Our Moon
Tara Sanderson

What a beautiful moon we have, but where did it come from? How did it get in our sky?
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**Our Yarning**
**Level 3 – Progressing readers**

- **Fishing with My Family**
  Kimberley McLaughlin
  Sariah and her family go fishing. Can she catch a big barra for dinner?
  English Non Fiction 24 Pages
  ISBN 978-1-922763-05-1 LFASCU 01080

- **Fresh Salmon for Dinner**
  Merilee Lands & Collette Cox
  You need bait for fishing, but how do you get it? With help, of course.
  English Non Fiction 24 Pages
  ISBN 978-1-922763-01-3 LFASCU 01070

- **Being Me**
  Annalise Durilla
  Who are you? What do you like to do? Annalise likes to help her family.
  English Non Fiction 22 Pages
  ISBN 978-1-922795-71-7 LFASCU 01359

- **Friends to the Rescue**
  Elizabeth Puruntatameri
  How will kangaroo and lizard get out of this sticky situation?
  English Fiction 22 Pages

- **Eggs for Breakfast**
  JOwen
  What do you like to eat for breakfast? I like eggs and toast. Let me show you how to make it.
  English Non Fiction 26 Pages
  ISBN 978-1-922835-72-7 LFASCU 01401

- **Not Inside!**
  Stirling Sharpe
  Eoghan and Seb are bored on a rainy day. They get into trouble for running and shouting. Eoghan suggests they go somewhere else!
  English Fiction 28 Pages
  ISBN 978-1-922763-03-7 LFASCU 01069

- **The Trick**
  JOwen
  A young boy asks his grandma to solve a mystery using her iPad.
  English Non Fiction 26 Pages
  ISBN 978-1-922763-20-4 LFASCU 01074

- **Two Sisters**
  Reaf Rogers
  Two sisters are walking together. Are they having fun, or is something else going on?
  English Non Fiction 22 Pages

- **We Don’t Take Too Much**
  Joanne Wood
  We love to collect bush tucker, but we don’t take more than we need.
  English Fiction 22 Pages
  ISBN 978-1-922835-71-0 LFASCU 01366

- **Your Amazing Body**
  JOwen
  Your body is amazing. Can you point to all the different parts of your body?
  English Non Fiction 24 Pages
  ISBN 978-1-922827-52-4 LFASCU 01402
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Our Yarning
Level 3 – Progressing readers

I Spy
Paulette Noonan
Eyes can spy. What do you see?

English Fiction

Cultures And Communities
22 Pages LFASKU 01363

Emus Can’t Fly
Chloe Daniels
The little emu asks his friends to teach him to fly.

English Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922895-43-1

Science And The Environment
24 Pages LFASKU 01350

Sounds of the Bush, with Pop
Merrilee Lands & Scott Wilson
What sounds can you hear in the bush?

English Fiction

Science And The Environment
28 Pages LFASKU 01408

Jonni Plays Netball
Helen Ockerby
Jonni loves playing netball! She’s off to a competition.

English Non Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922895-76-9

Sports, Arts And Recreation
26 Pages LFASKU 01311

River Rocks
Olivia Wilson
What do you do when you get your foot stuck in the rocks in the riverbed? Get your dog to help.

English Non Fiction

Health And Hygiene
24 Pages LFASKU 01321

Where Will You Run?
Stirling Sharpe & Jonathon Saunders
Running is fun! Where does Rob run? Where will you run?

English Fiction

Health And Hygiene
24 Pages LFASKU 01075

Following the Tide
Tiayana Edgar
The tide moves quickly, and it can go out a very long way. Be careful where you play!

English Non Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922849-57-1

Science And The Environment
24 Pages LFASKU 01354

Our Family Bush Trip
Jacinta Tressidder
What is your favourite meat? Brennel loves kangaroo meat. His dad and mum are taking him camping.

English Non Fiction

Sports, Arts And Recreation
24 Pages LFASKU 01302

Bush Fright
Rhonda Dalbin
Sometimes there are surprises in the bush!

English Non Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922932-22-8

Sports, Arts And Recreation
22 Pages LFASKU 01317

Sounds at the Beach, with Mum
Merrilee Lands & Scott Wilson
What sounds can you hear at the beach?

English Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922932-76-1

Science And The Environment
24 Pages LFASKU 01409
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Our Yarning
Level 3 – Progressing readers

Fire Brigade to the Rescue
Sylvia Wilson
What do you do when you get your head stuck? Yell for help and wait to escape.

English
Non Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922932-75-4
Health And Hygiene
24 Pages
LFASDU 01320

Our Side of the River
Natasha Sutcliffe
Where is your favourite place? Is it a river? The dolphins play in this river.

English
Non Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922951-98-4
Science And The Environment
24 Pages
LFASDU 03434

Allira the Fairy
Tyra Hayward
Where do you find friends? How do you know, and who can you ask?

English
Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922932-96-9
Cultures And Communities
22 Pages
LFASDU 01316

Fishing in the Coorong
Emma Scarce
What do you do with an injured pelican? Find out what Nanna and Emma do to help.

English
Non Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922991-08-9
Science And The Environment
24 Pages
LFASDU 03437

Rumble, Grumble, Gurgle
Christina Gibson
What can you eat when you’re hungry? When I’m hungry, my tummy makes a noise!

English
Fiction
Science And The Environment
24 Pages
LFASDU 03395

Coming Home
Adina Brown
Adina loves to go bush and connect with her culture and Country; she knows this is how to beat home sickness.

English
Non Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922991-04-1
Cultures And Communities
24 Pages
LFASDU 03438

Tangled Hair Day
Jaala Ozies
Tangles can be hard to get out of your hair, but we’ve got a way to help!

English
Non Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922991-16-4
Cultures And Communities
24 Pages
LFASDU 03379

Azriel Rides her Motorbike
Faith Bin Omar
Girls can ride motorbikes. Azriel loves going fast, riding in circles, and zigzagging through the bush.

English
Non Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922991-14-0
Sports, Arts and Recreation
24 Pages
LFASDU 03384

Where are our Papas?
Aaliyah Kopp
Does your family say you remind them of someone in the family? It’s more common than you think!

English
Non Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922991-14-0
Cultures And Communities
24 Pages
LFASDU 03377

Music in the Car
Reaf Rogers
What music do you and your family listen to when you are driving? There are many types to enjoy.

English
Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922991-14-0
Sports, Arts and Recreation
24 Pages
LFASDU 03387
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Our Yarning
Level 3 – Progressing readers

**The Big Bike Ride**  
Ilana Stack  
When Nan takes me bike riding, we have great adventures.

**Pilots Fly High**  
Renee Matters & Kara Matters  
Flying a plane is fun! Come join me when I fly my plane.

**A Trip to the Dentist**  
Jodi Rawlinson  
It's time for Ruby's trip to the dentist so she can clean her teeth properly. How will it go?

**A Fun Day With Nana**  
Sonia Sharpe  
A day out with Nana! What fun and adventure will we have together?

**Sounds of the Sky, with Nana**  
Merrilee Lands  
What sounds can you hear in the sky?

**Spinning Like a Superstar**  
Angelena Sailor & Cian McCue  
Do you love ice skating? What about skating in a storm? Is Sherry a good enough skater to manage?

**This is Me!**  
Sonia Sharpe  
Who are you? Where do you live? Cooper shares his story.

**Red-Necked Stint Journey**  
Angela Torenbeek  
How can a bird so small fly so far, and why?

**Busy Little Bee**  
Melissa Lowe  
Buzz, buzz goes the bee to get pollen for the honey. Bon-Bon is a busy bee ready to show how she spends her day.

**Sounds of the Station, with Uncle**  
Merrilee Lands  
What sounds can you hear on the station?
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**Our Yarning Collection**

**Sports, Arts And Recreation**  
26 Pages  
LFASKU 01319

**Health And Hygiene**  
24 Pages  
LFASKU 03385

**Science And The Environment**  
28 Pages  
LFASKU 01410

**Cultures And Communities**  
24 Pages  
LFASKU 03380

**Cultures And Communities**  
24 Pages  
LFASKU 03386

**Science And The Environment**  
26 Pages  
LFASKU 03344

**Science And The Environment**  
28 Pages  
LFASKU 03344
Baby Coming
Craig Williams
A new baby joins the family in a spectacular way.

English  Non Fiction  ISBN 978-1-923110-00-7  Health and Hygiene  24 Pages  LFASKU 03349

Have You Seen the Yellow Wattle Flowers?
Mary Ozies
The yellow wattle flowers bloom, and Mook Mook needs to know more about them before they disappear.

English  Non Fiction  ISBN 978-1-923110-40-3  Cultures And Communities  24 Pages  LFASKU 03382

A Rainbow Tail In The Night
Kennell Carlo
A boy decides to go swimming at night, not knowing that the could be in danger. Luckily, a magical friend helps him out.

English  Fiction  ISBN 978-1-923110-37-3  Cultures And Communities  24 Pages  LFASKU 04308

Camping Sounds, with Nan and Pop
Merrilee Lands & Scott Wilson
What sounds can you hear when you're camping?


Animals on My Country
Cheryl Harrington
Jeremiah and Elijah have lost their way. But the animals show them the way home.

English  Non Fiction  ISBN 978-1-923110-46-5  Cultures And Communities  26 Pages  LFASKU 04312

Stop Cutting Down the Trees
Kaycee Goff
Joy and her dog discover people cutting down trees in the bush near their house, and decide to do something about it.


Brotha Boy
Timiah Shillingsworth
Matai may only have one arm, but that's not going to stop him from winning the swimming competition!

English  Non Fiction  ISBN 978-1-923063-99-0  Cultures And Communities  24 Pages  LFASKU 03350

The Secret Garden: Spider Web
Michael Torres
Butterflies, and a secret garden, what can happen in such a special place?

English  Non Fiction  ISBN 978-1-923110-37-3  Cultures And Communities  24 Pages  LFASKU 03382

The Helpful Doctor
JBus
What happens when you are feeling sick? You go to your doctor! Doctors will help when you feel unwell.

English  Fiction  ISBN 978-1-923143-16-6  Health And Hygiene  24 Pages  LFASKU 04306

The Secret Garden: Praying Mantis
Michael Torres
Butterflies and a praying mantis, what can happen in such a special place?


Visit ouryarning.org to order today.
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Level 4 – Fluent readers

**The Dreaded Net**
Merrilee Lands & Collette Cox & Jason Lee
The sea life in Broome needs help! What is wrong? What can we do?

- English: Fiction
- ISBN 978-1-922763-64-8
- LFASKU 01073

**Stuck up a Paperbark Tree**
Sophia Mung
What do you do when you are stuck up a tree? Cry for help and wait? Or send a four-footed friend?

- English: Non Fiction
- LFASKU 01072

**Island Boy Dreams**
Melissa Billy-Rooney
A boy from the city loves dreaming of his grandfather’s island home.

- English: Non Fiction
- LFASKU 01084

**Bush Basketball**
Rylan Cusack
Four animal friends get together for a game of basketball. Will the Cheating Emu learn how to play fair?

- English: Fiction
- ISBN 978-1-922895-72-1
- LFASKU 01303

**Sounds of Home**
Linah Enosa
A young boy is far from his Country and missing his island home. He makes some new friends and finds he is not alone.

- English: Fiction
- LFASKU 03432

**I Am Proud**
Jbus & Kara Matters
A book about a little boy being proud of who he is and his culture.

- English: Non Fiction
- ISBN 978-1-923063-00-6
- LFASKU 03372

**In the Ocean**
Shakyhla Reynolds & Kara Matters
Lucy goes swimming in the ocean one day and realises how much garbage is in it. She and her family get the whole community to help clean it up.

- English: Fiction
- ISBN 978-1-923110-45-8
- LFASKU 03352

**Virgil the Turtle**
Macy Groat
Virgil the Turtle is out for a swim when a shark sneaks up on him!

- English: Fiction
- ISBN 978-1-923110-38-0
- LFASKU 04300

**Reece Saves the Day**
Belynda Lonesborough
Seth the platypus’s home is full of disgusting rubbish. But Reece the kangaroo rallies the other animals to help clean Seth’s home.

- English: Fiction
- ISBN 978-1-923110-29-8
- LFASKU 04304

**Hunting with My Dad**
Tony Vincent
Dad takes me out to catch magpie-geese for our family dinner. I love going hunting with Dad.

- English: Non Fiction
- LFASKU 04300

Visit [ouryarning.org](http://ouryarning.org) to order today.
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Greta the Green Button
Margaret Browne
Greta is the only green button in Button Town, and the other buttons make fun of her. She decides to go on a journey to find kinder buttons and ends up teaching her hometown about acceptance.

English
Cultures And Communities
Fiction
26 Pages
ISBN 978-1-923143-25-8
LFASKU 04317
Our Yarning
Middle Primary – Curious readers

Hello! I'm Thogo
Melissa Billy-Rooney
Thogo talks about his family, their connection, and living away from home.

English
Non Fiction
ISBN 978-1-922932-57-0

Cultures And Communities
26 Pages
LFASKU 01370

The Smallest Kangaroo
Michael Torres
Is a bilby a kangaroo? Is a rat a bilby?
Can a wallaby carry a bilby? Can you tell who’s who?

English
Non Fiction
ISBN 978-1-923063-08-2

Science And The Environment
24 Pages
LFASKU 03375

The Secret Garden: Butterfly
Michael Torres
Rainbows, butterflies, fairies, and a secret garden. What can happen in this magical place?

English
Fiction
ISBN 978-1-923063-12-9

Cultures And Communities
24 Pages
LFASKU 03365

My Favourite Beach
Michael Torres
What do you do at your favourite beach?
Swim, play chasey, make sandcastles, and have fun?

English
Non Fiction

Cultures And Communities
24 Pages
LFASKU 03370

Visit ouryarning.org to order today.
Warren the Wombat and his Feelings Jar
JBus
Warren's having a terrible day. He doesn't know what to do with his anger, so he puts it in his feelings jar. But sometimes jars break.

Fact File: Jellyfish
JBus
Do you know about jellyfish, those funny animals in the sea? There's plenty to learn about them in this book!

Fact File: Echidna
JBus
What do you know about echidnas? There's plenty to learn about this Australian animal!

Fact File: Octopus
JBus
What do you know about octopuses? This is the second book in the Fact File series. In this book, we'll learn all about this bizarre animal.

Visit ouryarning.org to order today.
Library For All

We believe that education brings opportunity, and we’ve made it our mission to make knowledge accessible to all, equally.

Library For All delivers education technology to low-resource communities across the world using our evidence-based curatorial approach to meet each community’s specific needs. We partner with the world’s leading aid and development organisations so that we’re there when the books are not, ensuring that every child can access the tools they need to break the cycle of poverty.

From remote communities in Papua New Guinea, to the deserts of Ethiopia, and schools in Southeast Asia, Library For All is already supporting more than 410,000 children on their learning journey. As a result, we know that children reading with us recognise 71% more words than their peers.

Students in Papua New Guinea reading from our free digital library application.

Spark, our digital classroom-in-a-box for offline, off-grid, remote learning environments.

We won’t stop until every child can learn, does learn, and enjoys learning.

Visit ouryarning.org to order today.

Our Yarning Collection
Everything that you need for your library.

Library Books – A5 books
Designed and manufactured for classrooms and libraries in the world’s most challenging and remote locations. Our Library Books are full colour, soft cover, A5 books printed on Forest Stewardship Council certified paper stock (where possible) and perfect bound with a polyurethane reactive adhesive for maximum durability.
Minimum order quantity 1,000.

Let's Read Together – big books for the classroom
Our A3 Let's Read Together big books include five full colour illustrated stories, curated by reading level with a broad mix of themes and story dimensions and comprehension questions for classroom use. Designed in partnership with educators around the world, each book is printed on Forest Stewardship Council certified paper and metal wire bound for maximum flexibility in a classroom setting.
Minimum order quantity 20.

Let's Read At Home – magazine storybooks
Our magazine storybooks include five full colour illustrated stories, curated by reading level with a broad mix of themes and story dimensions. Manufactured on low-cost paper stock and printed in high-volumes to achieve an extremely low price point these magazine storybooks can be widely distributed and recycled or repurposed at end-of-life.
Minimum order quantity 1,000.

Library Storage Boxes
Protecting valuable learning resources in all learning environments is easy with our library storage boxes. Our plastic storage boxes are manufactured in Australia from BPA-free heavy-duty plastic, are weather resistant, and hold up to 150 titles in A5.
Minimum order quantity 25.

Visit ouryarning.org to order today.
A levelled collection, so our library can grow with our readers.

Library For All uses **reading levels** to help teachers, parents, and carers find books best suited to developing readers’ literacy needs and interests.

Our reading levels offer a "reading runway" approach, empowering readers to progress at their own speed, or with educator guidance, regardless of age or class level.

- **Beginner readers**
  Start your reading journey with short words, big ideas, and plenty of pictures. *10-20 words.*

- **Rising readers**
  Raise your reading level with more words, simple sentences, and exciting images. *20-50 words.*

- **Eager readers**
  Enjoy your reading time with familiar words, but complex sentences. *50-200 words.*

- **Progressing readers**
  Develop your reading skills with creative stories and some challenging vocabulary. *100-300 words.*

- **Fluent readers**
  Step up your reading skills with playful narratives, new words, and fun facts. *200-400 words.*

- **Curious readers (Middle Primary)**
  Discover your world through science and stories. *400 words +.*

- **Adventurous readers (Upper Primary)**
  Explore your world through science and stories. *400 words +.*

Visit **ouyarning.org** to order today.

Our Yarning Collection
A curated collection, so our readers can enjoy a diverse range of content.

Along with cultural diversity, our content dimensions ensure our library delivers a carefully curated balance of themes, concepts, and learning tools.

**Windows & Mirrors**

Our goal is to curate a culturally appropriate selection of windows and mirrors. This ensures opportunities for "own voice" narratives and cultural representation are encouraged, but also allows readers to explore themes and issues of global relevance.

**Fiction & Non-Fiction**

Our curatorial target for any collection is 60% fiction / 40% non-fiction. Evidence has shown that lively localised fiction is particularly engaging for young readers. It is also often a gap in existing published collections; which commonly focus on education books, rather than creative narratives.

**Content Pillars**

We categorise our content across four pillars to offer balanced subject coverage: Cultures and Communities; Health and Hygiene; Science and the Environment; and Sports, Arts & Recreation.

**Gender Representation & Equity**

Our curatorial target for representing women and girls in leading roles in our narratives is >50%. We purposefully redress the historical gender imbalance in character-driven storytelling by ensuring women and girls are not just visible but drive the narrative in a substantial number of books.

**Disability Inclusion**

We strive to positively discuss disability representation and inclusion. This includes books that explicitly discuss the lived experiences of people with different abilities to encourage support and understanding. It also includes books that show people with different abilities represented in wider narratives, including in lead roles, as equal participants in the action, such as in classrooms, on sports fields, or in family groups.

**Sustainability**

We are committed to addressing sustainability and environmental stewardship. We consciously include books to open discussion around issues like recycling and reuse, waste disposal, climate change, and natural hazards (floods, cyclones, storms).

Visit ouryarning.org to order today.
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We won’t stop until every child can learn, does learn, and enjoys learning.

libraryforall.org